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The input–output transformperformed bymitral cells, the principal projection neurons of the olfactory bulb, is one of the key factors in
understanding olfaction. We used combined calcium and voltage imaging from the same neuron and computer modeling to investigate
signal processing in the mitral cells, focusing on the glomerular dendritic tuft. The main finding was that the dendritic tuft functions as
a single electrical compartment for subthreshold signals within the range of amplitudes detectable by voltage-sensitive dye recording.
These evoked EPSPs had uniform characteristics throughout the glomerular tuft. The Ca2 transients associated with spatially uniform
subthreshold synaptic potentials were comparable but not equal in amplitude in all regions. The average range of normalized amplitudes
of theEPSP-drivenCa2 signals fromdifferent locations ondendritic branches in the glomerular tuftwas relatively narrowandappeared
to be independent of the dendritic surface-to-volume ratio. The computer simulations constrained by the imaging data indicated that a
synchronizedactivationof100 synapses randomlydistributedon tuft brancheswas sufficient to generate spatially homogenousEPSPs.
This number of activated synapses is consistent with the data from anatomical studies. Furthermore, voltage attenuation of the EPSP
along the primary dendrite at physiological temperature was weak compared with other cell types. In themodel, weak attenuation of the
EPSP along the primary dendrite could be accounted for by passive electrical properties of the mitral cell.
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Introduction
A fundamental limitation in studying the input–output relation-
ship of principal mammalian neurons is that the natural input
(the spatiotemporal pattern of synaptic activity) to the dendritic
arbor of these cells is not known (Mel, 1993; Williams, 2005;
Losonczy and Magee, 2006). Thus, the conclusions from these
studies depend on an unknown correlation between experimen-
tally designed input patterns and the spatial and temporal struc-
ture of the natural input. The mitral cell of the olfactory bulb
offers a unique opportunity to mitigate this problem because (1)
the excitatory synaptic contacts are spatially restricted to a well
defined dendritic subregion and (2) the pattern of the presynap-
tic activity of the olfactory receptor neurons is known.Mitral cells
receive the excitatory synaptic input from the olfactory receptor
neurons exclusively on the terminal dendritic tuft (Pinching and
Powell, 1971). The innervation and the functional structure of
the dendritic tuft is one of the key factors that determine the
input–output function of mitral cells. Another critical factor is
the mechanism that controls voltage attenuation along the pri-
mary dendrite.Neither one of these twoparameters has been fully
explored.
The directmeasurement ofmembrane potentials (Vm) signals
from the dendritic tuft branches is not possible because these
structures are too small to tolerate the use of electrodes. Thus,
other methods were used to probe the functional organization of
the tuft. A notable study based on in vivo two-photon Ca2mea-
surements of presynaptic activity with a spatial resolution of sev-
eral micrometers demonstrated that, within single glomeruli, the
spatial pattern of activity of presynaptic terminals was invariable
and indistinguishable for odorant stimuli of different duration,
identity, and concentration, from near-threshold to near-
saturating levels (Wachowiak et al., 2004). Although these data
concern presynaptic activity, the results imply directly that the
dendritic tuft of individual output neurons, by receiving spatially
invariable input, will act as a functional unit. At the same time,
Ca2measurements from dendritic tufts in brain slices indicated
regional differences in EPSP-related Ca2 responses (Urban and
Castro, 2005). Additionally, the spatial pattern of Ca2 responses
(Ca2 hotspots) was shown to vary with intensity of electrical
stimulation in olfactory bulb slices (Yuan and Knopfel, 2006a),
suggesting that terminal dendritic branches may act as indepen-
dent functional subunits. Similar subdivisions of the dendritic
arbor into independent processing units have also been suggested
for neocortical (Polsky et al., 2004) and hippocampal (Losonczy
and Magee, 2006) pyramidal neurons. Together, these results
leave the possibility open that the anatomically complex structure
of the dendritic tuft is functionally subdivided intomultiple com-
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partments. There is, however, no direct evidence to support this
hypothesis. We explored the electrical structure of the tuft using
combined calcium and voltage imaging. The results, interpreted
with the aid of a multicompartmental model, showed that the
EPSP response within a range of subthreshold intensities is uni-
form throughout the dendritic tuft, indicating a single electrical
compartment. At physiological temperature, a near-threshold
EPSP originating in the tuft attenuated along the primary den-
drite according to a model prediction based on passive electrical
structure of the mitral cell.
Materials andMethods
Slices, patch-clamp recording, and intracellular application of dyes. Exper-
iments were performed on olfactory bulb slices from 21- to 35-d-old
Sprague Dawley rats prepared according to methods approved by the
Yale University Animal Care and Use Committee. All measurements
were done at 32–36°C. The rats were decapitated after halothane anes-
thesia, and 400-m-thick horizontal slices were cut in ice-cold solution
using a custom made rotary slicer with ceramic circular blade (Specialty
Blades, Staunton, VA) rotating at 70 rpm. Slices were incubated at 37°C
for 30 min and then maintained at room temperature (23–25°C) before
recording.Mitral cells were identified using infrared differential interfer-
ence contrast (DIC) videomicroscopy on an upright microscope (model
BX51WI; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The extracellular solution used dur-
ing slicing and recording contained the following (in mM): 125 NaCl, 26
NaHCO3, 20 glucose, 2.3 KCl, 1.26 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, and 1MgCl2, pH
7.4 when bubbled with gas mixture (95% O2, 5% CO2). Somatic and
dendritic whole-cell recordings were made with 3–8 M patch pipettes
using aMulticlamp 700A amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
Electrical signals were digitized using Digidata 1322A (Molecular De-
vices) and stored and analyzed with pClamp software (Molecular De-
vices). Membrane potential measurements were not corrected for a liq-
uid junction potential, calculated to be 8.1 mV at 35°C. The pipette
solution for intracellular staining contained the following: 105 mM
KMeSO4 or CH3KO3S, 30mMKCl, 10mMHEPES, 0.05mMEGTA, 4mM
Mg2ATP, 0.3 mMNaGTP, 10 mMNa2-phosphocreatine, pH 7.3 adjusted
with KOH, 0.5 mg/ml of the voltage-sensitive dye JPW3028 and 300 M
of the calcium indicator dye bis-fura-2 (KD of 525 nM at 1 mM Mg
2;
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Glass pipettes were first filled from the tip
with dye-free solution by applying negative pressure for1min and then
backfilled with the solution containing the two indicator dyes. The dye
JPW3028 was obtained from Leslie Loew and JoeWuskell (University of
Connecticut Health Center, Farmington, CT). This is a doubly positively
charged analog of the ANEP series of lipophilic styryl dyes that is still
sufficiently water soluble to be used for microinjection. Its close analog
[JPW1114 (Zecevic, 1996)] is available from Invitrogen as D6923. Dye-
free solution in the tipwas necessary to prevent the leakage of the dye into
the extracellular medium before the electrode is attached to the neuron.
Intracellular staining was accomplished by free diffusion of the pipette
solution into the soma in 15–60min, depending on electrode resistance.
After diffusion of the dyes into the soma was completed, as determined
by measuring the resting light intensity from the soma, the patch elec-
trodewith dyeswas detached from the neuron by forming an outside-out
patch, and the preparation was typically incubated for additional 1.5 h at
room temperature to allow the voltage-sensitive dye to spread into distal
processes. The spread of JPW3028 is relatively slow and apparently lim-
ited by its high affinity for lipid membranes. To obtain electrical record-
ings from the soma, the cell body was repatched before making optical
measurements.
The presynaptic axons in the olfactory nerve layer were stimulated by
either a monopolar tungsten electrode (A-M Systems, Sequim,WA) or a
1 M patch electrode filled with extracellular solution. The stimulating
electrode was positioned, under visual control, on the main axon bundle
entering the glomerulus containing the dendritic tuft of the stained mi-
tral cell.
Optical recording. We used a stationary stage upright microscope
equipped with two camera ports. One camera port had a standard high
spatial resolution CCD camera for infrared DIC video microscopy. The
other camera port had a fast data acquisition camera with relatively low
spatial resolution but outstanding dynamic range (NeuroCCD-SM; Red-
ShirtImaging, Decatur, GA). The analysis and display of data were made
using the NeuroPlex program (RedShirtImaging) written in IDL (Inter-
active Data Language; Research Systems, Boulder, CO) running on a
Windows-based computer. The brain slice was placed on the stage of the
microscope, and the fluorescent image of the stained cell was projected
by a water immersion objective (60/1.0 numerical aperture; Nikon,
Tokyo, Japan) via an optical coupler (0.09–0.11 X; RedShirtImaging)
onto the CCD chip. This objective was selected as a compromise between
imaging area, spatial resolution, and the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). A
250 W xenon, short-gap arc lamp (XBO 250 W/CR ORF; Osram, Mu-
nich, Germany) powered by a low ripple power supply (model
1700XT/A, Opti-Quip, Highland Mills, NY) was used as a source for
excitation light.
In voltage imaging, the best signals were obtained using an excitation
interference filter of 520  45 nm, a dichroic mirror with the central
wavelength of 570 nm, and a 610 nmbarrier filter (a Schott RG610). Slow
changes in light intensity attributable to bleaching of the dye were cor-
rected by subtracting an appropriate exponential function derived from
the recording trials with no stimulation. The study of voltage attenuation
in the dendritic arbor required absolute calibration of the optical EPSP
signals in terms of membrane potential at multiple locations. This was
performed using a dendritic action potential (AP) that has the same
amplitude at all locations (Bischofberger and Jonas; 1997; Chen et al.,
1997; Djurisic et al., 2004), as a calibration standard. To provide an
accurate optical measurement of fast action potential signals at physio-
logical temperature (time-to-peak of 0.3 ms), the imaging frame rate
had to be increased from the frequency of 2 kHzused previously (Djurisic
et al., 2004) to 10 kHz. The increase in sampling ratewas accomplished by
a partial readout of the CCD chip covering a section of 80  12 pixels.
The higher sampling rate resulted in the reduced signal-to-noise ratio.
Nevertheless, with the sensitivity of the intracellular voltage-sensitive
dyes used (1–6% F/F per 100 mV in recording from dendritic pro-
cesses), relatively good signal-to-noise ratio was obtained in single-trial
recordings with modest spatial averaging. Multiple trials averaging (four
to nine trials) was used when possible to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio further.
Ca2 signals were recorded at the frame rate of 500 Hz using an
excitation interference filter of 380  15 nm, a dichroic mirror with
central wavelength of 400 nm, and a 450 nm barrier filter. Calcium flu-
orescence transients are expressed as F/F  (F0  F )/F0, where F is
the fluorescence, and F0 is the resting fluorescence. The value of F was
calculated after subtracting autofluorescence determined for an area far
from the loaded dendrite. Bis-fura-2 (300 M) was chosen to maximize
the S/N of Ca2 fluorescence signals and because its excitation wave-
length lies outside of the absorption spectrum of the styryl voltage-
sensitive dye.
A direct comparison of Ca2 signals fromdifferent dendritic locations
is valid only under an assumption that typical Ca2 transients [in this
study, single EPSP or single backpropagating AP (bAP)-driven Ca2
signals] do not saturate the indicator. Moreover, the relationship be-
tween the change in intracellular calcium and fluorescence intensity of
the indicator must be close to linear. The linearity requirement in cal-
ciummeasurements is satisfied if all signals fall within the lowest 20% of
the dynamic range of the calcium dye (defined as the ratio between
Fmax/Fmin; fluorescence intensities at saturating and 0 Ca
2 concentra-
tions, respectively). In this range, in which [Ca2]		 KD (dye dissocia-
tion constant), the deviation from the linear relationship is small and can
be neglected (Yasuda et al., 2004, their Fig. 5). We performed control
experiments (n 6) to confirm that our measurements were within the
linear range of the indicator. In a typical experiment shown in Figure 1,
we measured dendritic Ca2 signals related to a single bAP and com-
pared these signals with the fluorescence intensity at saturating Ca2
concentration reached during high-frequency AP trains (Maravall et al.,
2000). Themean saturating response to AP train was (F/F )sat 69.7
4.5%, whereas the mean Ca2 transient associated with a single bAP was
(F/F )bAP  6.4  1.1% (n  6). This result shows that bAP-driven
Ca2 influx was within the linear range of the indicator. The Ca2 influx
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associatedwith the near-threshold EPSP evoked at the restingmembrane
potential was approximately two times smaller and, thus, also in the
linear range.
Pooled data are presented as arithmeticmean SEMunless otherwise
stated. Statistical comparisons were performed using Student’s t test
(two-sample assuming equal variances) with the null hypothesis that the
means of both datasets are equal.
Pharmacological effects and photodynamic damage. For the [Ca2]i
indicator, we showed previously, in CA1 pyramidal neurons, that intra-
cellular loading with bis-fura-2 did not have detectable pharmacological
effects (toxicity of the indicator dye in the absence of excitation light),
nor did it cause photodynamic damage (toxicity induced by the interac-
tion of the indicator dye with high intensity light) after 50–100 recording
trials that were typically collected during one experiment (Canepari et al.,
2007). Analogous results were obtained in the present study.
For the membrane potential indicator, we have shown previously, in
mitral cells (Djurisic et al., 2004) and in CA1 pyramidal neurons (Cane-
pari et al., 2007), that pharmacological effects of the voltage-sensitive dye
and photodynamic damage during optical recording were not detected if
the exposures to excitation light were kept relatively short (100–200 ms)
and if successive trials were separated by dark intervals lasting several
minutes. Analogous results were obtained in the present study. We rou-
tinely acquired 10–20 recording trials (illumination time, 100–150 ms/
trial) without detecting any deterioration of the stained neuron.
Modeling. All simulations were performed with NEURON 6.0 (http://
www.neuron.yale.edu); the source code for our models is available from
ModelDB (http://modeldb.yale.edu). Parameter optimization was done
with the NEURONMultipleRunFitter using the praxis method.
A morphometrically detailed reconstruction of a biocytin-labeled mi-
tral cell was obtained with Neurolucida (MBF Bioscience,Williston, VT)
and imported with the NEURON Import3D tool (supplemental Fig. 1A,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Passive model
parameters were those used by Popovic et al. (2005): specific membrane
resistance Rm, 9600cm
2; specific membrane capacitance Cm, 1.18 F/
cm2; and cytoplasmic resistivity Ri, 54 cm. Our Rm is smaller than that
reported by Shen et al. (1999) but yields a m of 11.3 ms that is very close
to the12ms seen in a hyperpolarizing current step in the study of Chen
and Shepherd (1997, their Fig. 2A). It should be noted that Rm has little
effect on the spread of PSPs and action potentials; such brief signals are
dominated by high-frequency components that lie well above one-half
m (Jaffe and Carnevale, 1999) and are far more sensitive to Ri and Cm.
Our values are similar to the 70cm and 1.2F/cm2 reported by Shen et
al. (1999). Active models of retrograde spike invasion of the tuft used the
membrane and cytoplasm properties described by Shen et al. (1999)
(source code available from ModelDB).
Synaptic inputs were modeled with time-varying conductance
changes based on an EPSP recorded optically from the tuft. The time
course of the observed waveform was closely approximated by the biex-
ponential function A (et /(  1) et /(  2)), where 1 and 2 are 5.99 and
2.84ms (supplemental Fig. 1B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mentalmaterial). To generate a 16mVEPSPwith the same time course at
the origin of the tuft in the passive model, we tried attaching amodel of a
fast excitatory synapse to that point: an  function conductance change
with reversal potential 70 mV depolarized from rest. Optimization
achieved a good match from EPSP onset into the early part of its falling
phasewith gpeak of 8.6516nS, and of 1.6094ms.To replicate the later falling
phase, it was necessary to introduce a model inhibitory synapse at the same
location,with a slower function conductance change ( gpeak of 2.2126nS; 
of 5.6631ms), delayed onset (7.6337ms after onset of the excitatory compo-
nent), and reversal potential 10 mV hyperpolarized from rest.
Some passive model simulations were bracketed, i.e., repeated after
doubling Ri and/or Cm; results were qualitatively similar to those pro-
duced with our “control” values. Changing Ri and/or Cm from their
control values required adjustment of synaptic gpeak and  to preserve the
time course of the compound EPSP (supplemental Table 1, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Models were discretized by setting nseg to an odd value according to
the d_lambda rule so that no compartment was longer than 0.1 length
constant at 100 Hz (Hines and Carnevale, 2001). To ensure consistent
synapse placement across bracketed simulations, all passive models used
nseg appropriate for 2 control Ri and Cm. Numerical integration used
adaptive integration with absolute error tolerance 0.001.
Results
Membrane potential signals related to near-threshold EPSP
Voltage imaging at high spatial resolution was used to monitor
the evoked EPSPs in the terminal dendritic branches of the glo-
merular tuft of individual mitral cells. To standardize the record-
ing conditions inmeasurements fromdifferent cells, the stimulus
intensity applied to the olfactory nerve bundle innervating the
appropriate glomerulus was adjusted to produce an EPSP of the
size sufficient to evoke an action potential in 50% of trials
(near-threshold EPSP). Similar results were obtained with sub-
threshold EPSPs that were approximately four times smaller in
amplitude (smallest detectable signals; see below). The data were
analyzed to determine whether subthreshold voltage signals are
localized to dendritic subcompartments similar to Ca2 hotspots
(Urban and Castro, 2005; Yuan and Knopfel, 2006a) or instead
the EPSPs are distributed uniformly throughout the dendritic
arbor. Although the timing information is derived directly from
optical signals, the comparison of signal amplitudes recorded
from different dendritic regions requires calibration of optical
signals in terms of membrane potential (in millivolts). The cali-
bration of optical signals was accomplished by using a dendritic
AP as a calibration standard. This is possible because, in mitral
cells, an action potential has the same amplitude at all locations in
the primary dendrite (Bischofberger and Jonas; 1997; Chen et al.,
1997). Figure 2 illustrates action potential signals recorded opti-
cally from multiple locations on the dendritic tuft of two repre-
sentative mitral cells. The spike signals from individual locations
shown in B and D are spatial averages of 10 pixels covering a
length of20mon terminal dendritic branches (indicated inA
and C). For comparison, signals were normalized to the largest
regional AP signal (Fig. 2, yellow trace). As shown in the figure,
the peak-to-peak amplitude of the optical signals (F/F) corre-
Figure 1. Fluorescence transient in response to a single bAP compared with a saturating
response evoked by high-frequency train of bAPs. A, Fluorescence image of a mitral cell tuft
loaded with bis-fura-2. B, Electrical recordings from the soma (bottom 2 traces) and optical
recordings of related Ca 2 signals froma dendritic branch in the tuft. Optical signals are spatial
averages of pixels indicated in A. All signals are single-trial recordings.
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sponding to a spike assumed to have con-
stant size was not identical at all locations.
This variability indicates that the sensitivity
of the optical measurement from different
regions was not exactly the same. The sen-
sitivity could vary because the amplitude of
optical signals fromdendritic branches was
proportional to the change in the mem-
brane potential but, to a smaller extent,
also depended on the unknown distribu-
tion of the intracellular voltage-sensitive
dye between the plasma membrane that
changes potential and the internal mem-
branes that do not contribute to the Vm
signal. The contribution of this factor can
be different at different locations depend-
ing on the surface-to-volume ratio of dif-
ferent dendritic branches (Djurisic et al.,
2004). In our measurements, this contri-
bution appeared to be modest, probably
because the variation in the diameter and,
hence, the surface-to-volume ratio of ter-
minal dendritic branches in the tuft is rela-
tively small (Kasowski et al., 1999). Typi-
cally, the differences in spike signal
amplitudes measured at different locations
were	10% of the largest signal (Fig. 2). In
the case of out-of-focus branches, the re-
duction in sensitivity from particular loca-
tions sometimes exceeded 10% of the larg-
est AP signal, and these regions were
excluded from the analysis. Under the con-
ditions of low light levels from the out-of-
focus branches, the background fluores-
cence becomes a significant determinant of
the F/F signal size, but its contribution
cannot be determined reliably. Also, the
signal-to-noise ratio in recordings from
out-of-focus regions is degraded by a low
light level. The sensitivity profile deter-
mined by comparing AP signal amplitudes
was used to scale the size of subthreshold optical signals from a
given location. This calibration procedure rests on the assump-
tion that the amplitude of an action potential in the thin dendritic
branches in the tuft (in which electrical recording is not possible)
is uniform and has the same value as in the trunk of the primary
dendrite. There is no direct evidence that this is true, but an upper
limit for the possible errors introduced by this assumption can be
estimated using a numerical simulation. The computer model
indicated that possible errors in calibrating EPSP signals are likely
to be underestimates of	10% (see below).
The stimulation of the olfactory nerve that evoked a near-
threshold EPSP induced voltage transients that were similar
throughout the tuft in 26 of 26 cells tested. We have never ob-
served an EPSP responses that would be localized and restricted
to a subset of dendritic branches and absent fromother regions of
the tuft. Figure 3 illustrates a result from a typical experiment in
which an evoked near-threshold EPSP was monitored optically
from multiple subregions on the dendritic tuft. In this experi-
ment, the mean value for the subregion EPSP amplitude (nor-
malized to the biggest signal) was 0.854 0.09 (mean SD). The
summary result from 137 subregions on 26 dendritic tufts indi-
cated the mean relative EPSP amplitude value of 0.874  0.12
(mean  SD). The histogram of individual values (data not
shown) indicated that 95.3% of observations fall within2 SD of
themean, a result that strongly implies a normal statistical distri-
bution of the sample. Together, these results suggest that small
regional variations in the EPSP response amplitude were likely
caused by a random process. Additionally, qualitative examina-
tion did not indicate any distinguishable pattern in the data.
The results were further analyzed to provide a statistical test
for the hypothesis that the EPSP response was spatially uniform.
Initially, the datawere grouped into two sets corresponding to the
left and the right part of the tuft. Each of the two main regions
(left and right) included all secondary and higher-order dendrites
connected to one of the two main tuft branches originating from
the initial bifurcation of the primary dendrite in the glomerulus
(Fig. 3A, red and blue regions). The two main regions were fur-
ther divided into four to six subregions, and two datasets were
created by determining the amplitude of the EPSP signals from
each subregion (spatial average of subregion pixels). An example
of EPSP signals from different locations on the dendritic tuft
(four locations from each of the two main regions) is shown in
Figure 3B. For the cell shown in Figure 3, the mean signal ampli-
tudes (normalized to the biggest signal) in the two main regions
Figure 2. Action potential signals recorded optically from multiple locations on thin terminal dendritic branches of the
glomerular tufts of two mitral cells. A, C, CCD images of two dendritic tufts in recording position (inverse gray scale). B, D,
Recordings of AP signals frommultiple locations; signals are temporal averages of nine trials and spatial averages from indicated
color-coded pixels.
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were 0.85 0.04 (left) and 0.84 0.06 (right). These values were
not significantly different at p 
 0.7. Furthermore, this result
implies that the EPSP signals generated as the spatial average of
the whole region on one side of the tuft should overlap with the
signal from the other main region (allowing for small differences
caused by the noise in the recording). Such an overlap was clear
for the dendritic tuft shown in Figure 2C. The same analysis was
applied to all mitral cells tested (n 26), and the same result was
obtained in all cases.
It is possible that arbitrary grouping of data into two sets
corresponding to the left and the right part of the tuft introduced
a systematic bias that could mask the variability between subre-
gions. For example, an anatomical study suggested, on the basis
of qualitative evidence, that olfactory nerve terminal synapses are
spatially segregated to the most distal tips of the dendritic tuft
(Kasowski et al., 1999). Such anatomical organization could re-
sult in a spatially nonuniform EPSP response along the prox-
imal–distal axis of the dendritic tree, which might be masked by
the relatively crude comparison of the left and the right part of the
tuft. Unfortunately, testing this hypothesis on a finer spatial grid
is presently precluded by the available signal-to-noise ratio. It is,
however, possible to make a more general comparison between
proximal and distal subregions of the tuft. For this test, the sub-
region signal amplitude data were grouped into two sets, one that
included observations from distal locations (	40 m from the
tips of dendritic branches) and the other that included more
proximal parts of the dendritic tuft branches. Statistical compar-
ison showed that the means of two datasets were equal for all
individual tufts. We also analyzed the summary data for all neu-
rons (all distal and all proximal amplitude values pooled to-
gether) and found that the means of two datasets were not signif-
icantly different (proximal, 0.856 0.016; distal, 0.857 0.017;
p
 0.8; n 67). The statistical analysis, thus, confirmed that the
evoked near-threshold EPSP signal amplitude was consistently
homogenous in the dendritic tuft. This finding is in agreement
with the more recent anatomical studies suggesting, on the bases
of qualitative analysis, a mosaic and even distribution of excita-
tory synapses between distal and proximal parts of dendritic
branches in the tuft (Kosaka et al., 2001; Kosaka and Kosaka,
2005).The spatial distribution of the EPSP amplitude was linked
to a computer simulation of the electrical structure of the tuft and
used to infer the synaptic innervation pattern that would be con-
sistent with a uniform EPSP response (see below).
Calcium signals related to near-threshold EPSP
Before the measurements reported here, no information was
available about the spatial distribution of subthreshold electrical
signals in the glomerular tuft. Ca2 transients, however, have
been measured from both the presynaptic axon terminals in the
glomeruli (Wachowiak et al., 2004) and from postsynapticmitral
cell dendritic tufts (Charpak et al., 2001; Debarbieux et al., 2003;
Urban and Castro, 2005; Yuan and Knopfel, 2006a). Both the
presynaptic (Wachowiak et al., 2004) and the postsynaptic (Ur-
ban andCastro, 2005; Yuan andKnopfel, 2006a) intraglomerular
calcium signals were found to be spatially heterogeneous, show-
ing a clear patchy distribution. It is difficult to correlate the results
on Ca2-signal distribution from these studies with our mea-
surements of subthreshold membrane potential signals because
the experimental conditions are not directly comparable. To
compare directly the spatial distribution of Vm signals and Ca
2
signals related to the evoked EPSP, we performed combined Vm
and Ca2 measurements from dendritic tufts of mitral cells
loaded with two indicators. Figure 4 illustrates a typical experi-
ment. First, an evoked near-threshold EPSP was monitored from
multiple sites on the dendritic tuft in voltage-imagingmode (Fig.
4A,B,E,F) as described above for the experiment shown in Fig-
ure 3. B shows the recordings of EPSP Vm signals from five se-
lected regions on the dendritic tuft. The bottom optical trace
(black) is the recording of theF/F signal from a region10m
away from the edge of the dendritic tuft, indicating the degree of
light scattering. It is clear that light scattering from neighboring
regions did not influence significantly our recordingswith a 60/
1.0 numerical aperture objective. As described above, the com-
parison of EPSP signals from different locations showed that the
tuft arbor was essentially equipotential during an evoked re-
sponse; the signals calibrated in terms of membrane potential
were similar within the limits of recording resolution set by the
shot noise in the light intensity measurements. The characteris-
tics of the EPSP signal are shown as a temporal sequence of color-
coded spatial maps (F) of the Vm transient determined at four
time points indicated by arrows in the trace display shown in E.
The results show that the peak of the Vm signal was reached
uniformly throughout the tuft within 4 ms.
After the measurements of Vm transients, EPSP-related Ca
2
signals were recorded from the same dendritic locations in re-
sponse to identical stimulation. The trace display of signals is
Figure 3. EPSP-related optical signals from multiple locations on dendritic branches of a
glomerular tuft were similar in amplitude. A, Fluorescence image of a mitral cell tuft obtained
with a fast, low-resolution (80 80 pixels) CCD camera used for voltage imaging. Red, blue,
and green pixels show nine areas of interest. B, EPSP signals in response to near-threshold
synaptic stimulation recorded optically from nine locations indicated in A. The green trace with
no signal is recorded froma region that did not receive light from the tuft, indicating low level of
light scattering. EPSP signals were calibrated in terms of millivolts using AP signals as calibra-
tion standard. C, The spatial average of EPSP signals from red and blue pixels on two sides of the
tuft. The shape and the size (calibrated in millivolts) of two signals are almost identical.
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shown in Figure 4C, and the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the Ca2 re-
sponse are shown as a temporal sequence
of color-coded spatial maps determined at
four time points indicated by arrows in the
trace display (G,H).
In this experiment and in measure-
ments from an additional 12 mitral cells,
Ca2 signals were comparable but not
identical in amplitude in all regions. To
quantify region-specific differences in sig-
nal size, the signals from selected locations
were normalized to the largest signal in the
tuft. In the measurement shown in Figure
4, the smallest subregion Ca2-signal am-
plitude was 90% of the largest signal. It is
possible that this small variation is caused
solely by regional differences in dendritic
diameter resulting in differences in the
surface-to-volume ratio (Yuan and
Knopfel, 2006a; Zhou et al., 2006). To
probe for this effect, we recorded bAP-
driven Ca2 transients from the same tuft
locations. Because it is likely that theAPhas
the same amplitude at all tuft locations
(Djurisic et al., 2004), the associated re-
gional Ca2 signals should mainly reflect
differences in the surface-to-volume ratio
(assuming that the distribution of voltage-
sensitive calcium channels is uniform in
the dendritic tuft). D shows that, in this
experiment, the smallest AP-related Ca2
signals normalized to the largest response
was 60%.We used this information to cor-
rect EPSP-related Ca2 transients for the
effect of the surface-to-volume ratio; in
Figure 4C, black traces superimposed on
color traces represent corrected signals. In
this particular experiment, the correction
procedure increased the range of relative
signal amplitudes so that the smallest re-
gional transient was 70% of the largest sig-
nal in the tuft. The summary result from
these types of measurements in 13 mitral
cells showed that the arithmetic mean for
the smallest relative amplitude of the
EPSP-driven Ca2 signals from different
locations on dendritic branches in the glo-
merular tuft was 0.73 4% (n 13). After
the data were corrected for the effect of the
surface-to-volume ratio, the smallest rela-
tive amplitude remained unaltered (74 
5%). These results indicate that regional
differences in Ca2 transients related to
near-threshold EPSP are relatively small
and appear to be determined by a factor
different from the dendritic surface-to-volume ratio.
Spatial profile of small subthreshold EPSP signals
The results showing spatially homogenous response in the tuft
were obtained with the near-threshold EPSP characterized by
relatively large amplitude (16.2  0.7 mV; n  21) that implies
activation of many synapses. We performed additional measure-
ments (n 14) to determine whether weaker subthreshold stim-
ulation of the olfactory nerve that activates fewer synapses could
generate spatially heterogeneous responses. The amplitude of the
smallest EPSP signals that could be detected optically was limited
by the sensitivity of recording. Thus, the stimulus intensity was
gradually increased until the EPSP-related optical signal averaged
spatially over the entire glomerular tuft could just be resolved
Figure 4. Spatial distribution of near-threshold EPSP signals and associated Ca 2 transients derived from combined Vm and
Ca 2measurements from thin terminal dendritic branches of the glomerular tuft of amitral cell.A, The fluorescent image of the
glomerular tuft in recording position.B, EPSP-relatedVm signals frommultiple locations as indicated in the bottom frame inA. C,
EPSP-driven Ca 2 signals from the same locations (superimposed black trace are normalized to AP-related calcium signals). D,
AP-driven Ca 2 signals from the same locations. E, Trace display of the Vm signal. F, The EPSP signal shown as a temporal
sequence of color-coded spatial maps determined at four time points indicated by arrows in E. The peak of the Vm signal was
reached uniformly throughout the tuftwithin 4ms.G, Trace display of the Ca 2 signal.H, The spatial characteristics of the Ca 2
response shown as a temporal sequence of color-coded spatial maps determined at four time points indicated by arrows in G.
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(S/N of1). The amplitude of these EPSPs in the soma recorded
with a patch electrode varied between 3 and 8 mV in different
experiments. After theminimal detectable EPSPwas determined,
we used signal averaging (9–25 trials) to improve the S/N so that
signals from smaller subregions could be resolved and compared.
A typical experiment is shown in Figure 5. First, an optical signal
related to the evoked EPSP of minimal detectable amplitude was
recorded from multiple sites on the dendritic tuft. Figure 5C
shows the recordings of EPSPVm signals from six selected regions
indicated on the fluorescence image of the tuft (B). Because the
amplitude of the subthreshold EPSP in this experiment was ap-
proximately four times smaller compared with the near-
threshold EPSP response, regional optical signals in single-trial
recordings were at the limit of resolution and could not be quan-
tified reliably (Fig. 5C, left traces). After averaging nine trials (Fig.
5C, middle traces), the results indicated that EPSP signals were
present and comparable in size throughout the glomerular tuft.
As was the case with the larger, near-threshold EPSP, small sub-
threshold responses were never restricted to a subset of locations
and absent from other regions of the tuft. We estimated that the
quantification of signal amplitudes for small EPSPs was charac-
terized by relatively large error limits of10% because of the low
signal-to-noise ratio. The small EPSP signals were contaminated
by both high-frequency noise in light intensity (shot noise) and
by slow variation in the resting light intensity (vibrational noise).
Nevertheless, within these error limits, the variations in sub-
threshold EPSP signal amplitudes from different dendritic re-
gionswere small and likely to be random.Themean relative EPSP
amplitude from a total of 84 subregions on 14 dendritic tufts was
0.912  0.11 (mean  SD). The histogram of individual values
(data not shown) indicated that than
96.2% of the observations fall within 2
SD of themean, suggesting a normal statis-
tical distribution of the sample. As with
near-threshold EPSPs, qualitative exami-
nation did not indicate any distinguishable
pattern in the data. We performed a statis-
tical test for the hypothesis that the small
subthreshold EPSP response was spatially
uniform. The subregion signal amplitude
data were grouped into two sets, for every
experiment, one for distal subregions and
the other for proximal locations. With
smaller EPSP signals, in most experiments,
the subregions over which the signals were
spatially averaged had to be increased in
size to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
This, in turn, reduced the number of sub-
regions, making the statistical test applied
to individual tufts unreliable. To compen-
sate for this effect, we combined the data
for distal and proximal subregions from all
14 dendritic tufts. The t test indicated that
the mean EPSP amplitude of both distal
and proximal dendritic subregions were
equal (proximal, 0.90 0.02; distal, 0.91
0.01; p
 0.8; n 42). After the recording
of the smallest detectable EPSPs, in the
same experiments, we typically increased
the stimulus intensity to monitor larger
subthreshold signals from same dendritic
locations (Fig. 5C, right traces). The spatial
distribution of small and large EPSPs in the
tuft was invariably the same.
Attenuation of near-threshold EPSP in the primary dendrite
We previously determined (Djurisic et al., 2004) that the attenu-
ation of the EPSP in the primary dendrite is surprisingly weak at
room temperature (22–24°C). This result cannot be simply ex-
trapolated to physiological temperature because voltage-sensitive
conductances are temperature sensitive (Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952). Thus, the role of voltage-sensitive conductances in shap-
ing subthreshold potentials and their attenuation in mitral cells
remained unresolved, requiring additional measurements at
physiological temperature (32–36°C). At this temperature, the
rising phase of AP signal was completed in 0.3 ms, and the
imaging frame rate had to be increased to 10 kHz to accurately
determine signal amplitude (seeMaterials andMethods). A series
of optical measurements at physiological temperature was per-
formed simultaneously with patch-electrode recordings from the
cell body (n 21). A typical experiment is shown in Figure 6. A
stimulating electrode was positioned in the olfactory nerve layer,
and the nerve was stimulated to produce a near-threshold EPSP
in the postsynaptic mitral cell (Fig. 6B,C, bottom traces). The
near-threshold EPSP evoked an action potential in the mitral cell
in50% of cases. When initiated, the spike was always triggered
in the soma–axon region characterized by the lower excitation
threshold compared with the dendritic tuft (Chen et al., 1997;
Djurisic et al., 2004). The spike signal backpropagated from the
soma into the primary dendrite arriving in the glomerular tuft
with the delay of several milliseconds after the peak of the local,
optically recorded EPSP (Fig. 6B, top red trace). In this way, a
single-trial recording from the tuft contained both anEPSP signal
Figure 5. Spatial distribution of small subthreshold EPSP signals is uniform in thin terminal dendritic branches of the tuft. A,
Fluorescence image of a mitral cell tuft obtained with a conventional high-resolution CCD camera. B, Fluorescence image of the
same tuft in recording position obtained with a fast, low-resolution (80 80 pixels) CCD camera used for voltage imaging. Six
color-coded recording locations correspond to traces in C. C, Trace display of Vm signals. Bottomblack traces, Electrical recordings
fromsoma. Left traces, Single-trial recordings of the small EPSP signal are at the limit of amplitude resolution.Middle traces, Nine
averages of the EPSP signals shown on the left improved the signal-to-noise ratio. Right traces, Nine averages of the EPSP four
times larger in amplitude.
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and an AP signal necessary for the calibration of EPSP amplitude
in terms ofmembrane potential. Once recorded, AP signal can be
used as a calibration standard for all subsequent Vm signals from
a given location because of the strictly linear relationship between
fluorescence changes and membrane potential within a wide
range (100 to 100 mV) (Ross et al., 1977; Loew et al., 1992;
Wu and Cohen, 1993).
In some experiments inwhich the glomerular tuft was situated
deeper in the slice causing the reduction in the signal-to-noise
ratio, we used signal averaging (4–16 trials). In these measure-
ments, AP signals were averaged separately using the peak of the
spike as the reference data point for averaging to avoid the effect
of temporal jitter. In these experiments, after averaging spike
signals for calibration purposes, we blocked action potentials
by intracellular application of 10 mM QX314 [N-(2,6-
dimethylphenyl carbamoylmethyl) triethylammonium bro-
mide]. The blockade of sodium channels facilitated subsequent
averaging of EPSPs and also allowed us to determine whether
voltage-gated sodium channels participated in the EPSP genera-
tion and spread. The ratio between the EPSP amplitude recorded
optically and calibrated inmillivolts at the site of origin in the tuft
and the amplitude of the EPSP signal recorded electrically in the
soma determines directly the degree of voltage attenuation along
the primary dendrite. The attenuation of EPSPs was determined,
for the same mitral cells, under control conditions and with 10
mM QX314 introduced intracellularly from the patch pipette.
The results showed that the EPSP shape and size as well as the
level of attenuation along the primary dendrite recorded under
control conditions were not affected by QX314 and were, there-
fore, independent of voltage-sensitive sodium channels (Fig. 7) (t
test, p
 0.1; n 21). The average size of the near-threshold EPSP
in the tuft was 16.2 0.7 mV, the time to peak was 3.0 0.3 ms,
and the time at which EPSP falls to one half of its amplitude was
12.2 0.8ms (n 21). The summary result, shown in Figure 7A,
indicates that the peak amplitude of the EPSP decreased on aver-
age by 30% in 300 m. Because the average length of the pri-
mary dendrite was 350m, it is clear that the EPSP evoked in the
tuft reached the cell body with modest attenuation. This level of
attenuation, corresponding to mean apparent “length constant”
of1200m,was not different from the attenuation determined
previously (Djurisic at al., 2004) at room temperature (Fig. 7B).
Modeling
AP amplitude in the dendritic tuft
The calibration of optical EPSP signals in terms of membrane
potential rests on the assumption that the amplitude of an action
potential in thin dendritic branches in the tuft (inwhich electrical
recording is not possible) is uniform and has the same value as in
the trunk of the primary dendrite. We used modeling to deter-
mine the upper limits for possible errors that could be introduced
if this assumption is not valid. The results of the present simula-
tion improved our previous analysis (Djurisic et al., 2004) by
including optimized passive parameters (Popovic et al., 2005)
and by modeling synaptic inputs with time-varying conductance
changes based on an EPSP recorded optically from the tuft at
near-physiological temperature (see Materials and Methods).
The amplitude of the action potential in the tuft was determined
in the model for two extreme cases: fully passive (no voltage-
sensitive channels included) and fully excitable dendritic tuft
branches (uniform distribution of the full complement of both
Figure 6. Simultaneous optical and electrical recordings of the near-threshold EPSP signal
and an evoked spike in a mitral cell. A, A composite fluorescence image of a mitral cell. Optical
signals are spatial average of pixelsmarked in red. Thewhite rectangle indicates partial readout
area of 12 80 pixels sampled at 10 kHz frame rate. B, Optical signal of a subthreshold EPSP
(bottom red trace) and a spike evoked by two sequential weak stimuli (top red trace) applied to
the olfactory nerve. Optical signals acquired at a frame rate of 10 kHz. Corresponding signals
recorded electrically from the soma are shown below (black traces). Note the delay between
bAP signals recorded in the soma and in the dendritic tuft, indicating soma–axon initiation site.
Figure 7. Attenuation of the EPSP along the primary dendrite. A, Relative EPSP peak ampli-
tude in the primary dendrite as a function of distance from the center of the tuft for control and
QX314-treated cells. The prediction from the passive model is included on the same graph. B,
Comparison of EPSP attenuation between control and QX314measurements at 22–24°C and at
33–36°C. Differences are not significant (t test; for control vs QX314 at 22–24°C, p
 0.7; for
control vs QX314 at 33–36°C, p
 0.1; for control 22–24°C vs 33–36°C, p
 0.4; for QX314
22–24°C vs 33–36°C, p
 0.8).
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sodium and potassium channels) (supplemental Fig. 2, available
atwww.jneurosci.org as supplementalmaterial). In the hypothet-
ical case of fully passive tuft branches, the action potential ampli-
tude declined with distance from the origin of the tuft, but the
attenuation of the spike was relatively weak (the peak AP ampli-
tude declined by less 20%of the control amplitude inmost of tuft
compartments). In the case of fully excitable tuft branches, the
model showed that, despite the uniform distribution of voltage-
sensitive channels, the action potential amplitude in some re-
gions of the tuft was up to 10% larger than the control spike at the
origin of the tuft. This was an effect of an action potential prop-
agating into the fully excitable sealed cables.We conclude that the
spike amplitude is likely to be augmented in the tuft and that this
effect is likely to be smaller than 10% of the control value in the
most distal branches and substantially smaller in more proximal
tuft regions. This effect would cause a relatively small underesti-
mate in calibrating optical signals and was neglected.
Spatial distribution of the near-threshold EPSP in the
dendritic tuft
We modeled the synaptic innervation pattern of the tuft to ana-
lyze the implications of the experimental result that activation of
a subset of input synapses at subthreshold intensity resulted in a
uniform EPSP response in the entire dendritic tuft.We started by
estimating the total number of excitatory synapses made by ol-
factory receptor neuron axon terminals on the dendritic tuft of a
mitral cell. There are no quantitative data on this subject in the
literature. We estimated, using indirect anatomical data, that the
total number of excitatory synapses on one tuft is in the range of
460–1500. This range is derived from reported approximate val-
ues for the total number of olfactory receptor axons per glomer-
ulus (5000–12,000 in rodents), the total number of synapses
formed by an individual axon (15–20), and the total number of
dendritic tufts (160), including all mitral and tufted cells and
20% of periglomerular neurons innervated by olfactory nerve
axons in a single glomerulus (Halasz and Greer, 1993; Klenoff
and Greer, 1998; Shepherd, 2004;Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006)
(Charles Greer, personal communication). These numbers
should be considered as a first approximation because anatomi-
cal data are incomplete and in some cases inconsistent (Shep-
herd, 2004). Also, anatomical data concerning synaptic organiza-
tion of the dendritic tuft are qualitative and, thus far, could not
provide definitive support for the existence of functional sub-
compartments. The evidence that olfactory nerve terminals
forming synaptic contacts on the dendritic tuft of mitral cells are
spatially segregated to the most distal tips of dendritic branches
(Kasowski et al., 1999) has been contradicted by more recent
studies indicating mosaic distribution (Kosaka et al., 2001; Ko-
saka and Kosaka, 2005). In the absence of direct evidence for
inhomogeneous distribution of synapses, we assumed that syn-
apses are distributed uniformly on all dendritic branches in the
tuft.
Despite these uncertainties, it is clear that the convergence of
the olfactory nerve axons onto individual glomerular tufts is very
high. Thus, it is plausible to assume that electrical stimulation of
the ON nerve could activate a relatively large number of individ-
ual synapses on a dendritic tuft.
The olfactory nerve stimulation applied in our measurements
activated an unknown number of synapses innervating one tuft;
thus, this was a free parameter in the model. To determine how
spatial distribution of the EPSP peak amplitude depends on the
number and spatial distribution of activated synapses, we gener-
ated six sets of 1000 simulations, each set with a different number
of activated synapses (10, 20, 40, 100, 200, or 400). The standard
number of simulations (1000) was determined empirically as the
number of runs that, when repeated many times, produced a
stable average result with 95% confidence interval for the mean.
The activated synapses were randomly distributed over the whole
tuft in each individual run within a series. The probability of
innervation of each of 111 tuft compartments in the model was
proportional to the surface area of the compartment, so some
compartmentsmay havemultiple innervations. The randomdis-
tribution of synapses is justified by the fact that we had no control
over which synapses are activated in an individual experiment.
Each simulation within a series resulted in a specific spatial dis-
tribution of EPSP amplitudes in the tuft.
The purpose of modeling was to (1) determine the fraction of
simulation runs with random distribution of a given number of
synapses that show uniform distribution of the EPSP peak ampli-
tude (within limits of our resolution) and (2) determine how
fraction of simulations with uniform EPSP distribution depends
on the number of activated synapses. The rationale of this ap-
proach is based on the experimental result showing uniform
EPSP distribution in all measurements. We wanted to determine
the number of synapses in the model that will produce a similar
result.
In each individual run, the model randomly determined the
position of a given number of synapses (Fig. 8A,B, dots on the
morphological reconstruction of the tuft and on the dendrogram
derived from that reconstruction). The synapses were simulta-
neously activated and the EPSP signal was calculated for each
dendritic compartment. As an example, signals from multiple
compartments are shown in Figure 8C. From these data, the cu-
mulative membrane area plot (D) shows, for any point (x, y), the
fraction of the total dendritic membrane area ( y) that has peak
depolarization less than x.
After these data were generated for all random patterns of a
given number of activated synapses, we determined the percent-
age of simulation runs in which 90% of membrane area had the
peak depolarization within a certain voltage range. This relation-
ship is plotted for simulation series with 10, 40, and 100 synapses
in Figure 8E. We classified the distribution of the peak EPSP
amplitude in an individual simulation as uniform if
90% of the
membrane area was within a voltage range span of 3mV, because
this was the limit of signal amplitude resolution in our measure-
ments. The results showed that the random innervation of the
tuft with 10 synapses (Fig. 8E) produced uniform distribution of
the EPSP amplitude in only 59% of runs. This result clearly indi-
cated that the uniform EPSP distribution found experimentally
cannot be explained by synchronous activation of a relatively
small number (10) of synapses. Increasing the number of acti-
vated synapses increased the percentage of runs with uniform
EPSP distribution. Random innervation with 20, 40, and 100
synapses increased the percentage of runs with uniform distribu-
tion to 79, 89, and 98%, respectively. Further increase in the
number of synapses (200 and 400) had very little additional ef-
fect. The relationship between the percentage of runs with uni-
form EPSP distribution and the number of activated synapses is
shown in Figure 8F. From the combined experimental results
andmodeling data, we conclude that the glomerular tuft can best
be described as a single electrical compartment when activated by
an EPSP of the amplitude sufficiently large to be detected by
voltage imaging. The uniform distribution of the EPSP in the tuft
is mediated by simultaneous activation of a large number of syn-
apses, conditionally estimated at 100 or more (see Discussion).
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Attenuation of the subthreshold EPSP in the primary dendrite
Computer simulations were used to test whether the geometry
and passive electrical properties of the primary dendrite would
account for the recorded attenuation of the EPSP in the primary
dendrite. An EPSP signal of near-threshold intensity was simu-
lated in the tuft and the peak EPSP depolarization plotted as a
function of distance along the primary dendrite (Fig. 7, open
squares). The results show that the model prediction based on
passive spread of the EPSP approximated very closely experimen-
tally recorded attenuation. In the model, the degree of voltage
attenuation was sensitive to the diameter of the primary dendrite
and to the number, position, and diameter of secondary den-
drites (data not shown). The variability in these parameters could
account for recorded cell-to-cell variations in the degree of EPSP
attenuation.
Discussion
The main finding of our study is that the glomerular tuft of the
primary dendrite functions as a uniform electrical compartment
when activated by a single subthreshold EPSPwithin awide range
of amplitudes starting with the smallest EPSP detectable by volt-
age imaging. The computer model indicated that the uniform
spatial distribution of the EPSP required a synchronized activa-
tion of100 synapses randomly distributed in the tuft. Further-
more, we found that the dendritic voltage attenuation of the
EPSP at near-physiological temperature is weak compared with
other neuronal classes and could be accounted for by the geom-
etry and passive electrical properties of the mitral cell.
Uniform distribution of subthreshold EPSP
Before our measurements, no information was available about
spatial distribution of the evoked EPSPs in the dendritic tuft. We
determined that the single subthreshold EPSP within a wide
range of amplitudes depolarizes the whole dendritic tuft uni-
formly; no evidence was found for independent electrical sub-
compartments. For technical reasons, it was not possible to test
experimentally the likely possibility that even weaker stimulation
of the sensory input, down to several unitary synaptic responses,
would result in spatially restricted subthreshold Vm transients.
This possibility would be important to explore in the future with
improved sensitivity because the dynamic range of olfactory re-
ceptor neurons spans many orders of magnitude, and a wide
range of odor concentrations support olfactory discrimination
behavior (Wilson and Mainen, 2006). Thus, the possibility that,
in vivo, many asynchronous, small, and localized EPSPs can sum-
mate in the tuft to produce spiking in response to near-threshold
odor concentrations cannot be excluded by our study.
We used modeling techniques to show that uniform distribu-
tion of the EPSP implies simultaneous activation of a large num-
ber of synapses, estimated at 100 or more. This modeling result
depends on the assumption that the biophysical properties of the
dendritic arbor and the number and the spatial distribution of
activated synapses are the only determinants of the subthreshold
electrical response in the dendritic tuft. In the case of single sub-
threshold EPSP, this assumption is probably justified. Two addi-
tional mechanisms, however, might contribute to the spatial uni-
formity of the tuft response. First, the glutamate spillover from
Figure 8. Modeling of the spatial distribution of EPSP amplitudes inmitral cell glomerular tuft.A, Anatomical reconstruction of a dendritic tuftwith randomdistribution of synapses.B, Location
of randomlydistributed synapseson thedendrogramofamitral cell tuft obtained inone simulation run.C, Timecourseof anEPSP frommultiple locations.D, Cumulativemembraneareaversus EPSP
amplitude plot for one simulation run. E, Fraction of runs with 90% of membrane area within a given peak depolarization range span versus peak depolarization range span. F, The percentage of
random synaptic distribution patterns with uniform EPSP amplitude distribution versus the number of activated synapses.
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activated synapses mediates a diffuse action of the transmitter
that tends to synchronize mitral cells by recurrent intraglomeru-
lar interactions among dendritic tufts (Jahr and Nicoll, 1980;
Isaacson, 1999; Carlson et al., 2001; Schoppa and Westbrook,
2001). Second, several gap junction connexins are expressed in
mitral cells (Belluardo et al., 2000; Zhang and Restrepo, 2002;
Bennett and Zukin, 2004), and direct coupling through electrical
connections on dendritic tufts of mitral cells that project to the
same glomerulus has been reported (Schoppa and Westbrook,
2002; Bennett and Zukin, 2004). Both of these mechanisms tend
to synchronize the responses of all mitral cells in the same glo-
merulus and could alsomake the response of individual dendritic
tufts more spatially uniform. Thus, qualitatively, the addition of
these mechanisms to the model would reduce the number of
activated synapses that are necessary to produce a uniform elec-
trical response in the tuft.However, the quantitative contribution
of these mechanisms to the spatial uniformity of a single sub-
threshold EPSP is likely to be subtle and difficult to measure with
presently available tools. At the same time, the electrical response
in the tuft evoked by high-frequency repetitive activation of the
olfactory nerve (Yuan and Knopfel, 2006b) would probably be
influenced more by intraglomerular interactions between mitral
cells. The repetitive stimulation of the olfactory nerve, however,
evoked complex responses (data not shown) that vary from trial
to trial and could not be averaged coherently to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio. These events can only be studied by record-
ing individual trials. Such measurements, presently precluded by
insufficient sensitivity of voltage imaging, must await further
methodological improvements.
Our results emphasize how functional structure of a dendritic
tree depends critically on the number and spatial distribution of
synapses that constitute the natural input to a neuron. A number
of studies on signal processing in dendrites indicated that the
division of the dendritic arbor into functional subcompartments
might be of primary importance (Hausser andMel, 2003; Sprus-
ton andKath, 2004). For example, a set of elegant experiments on
basal dendrites of neocortical pyramidal neurons (Schiller et al.,
2000; Ariav et al., 2003) provided strong evidence that each ter-
minal dendritic branch, under their experimental conditions,
acts as a computational subunit summing synaptic inputs in a
nonlinear manner (Polsky et al., 2004). Similar results were re-
ported recently for the oblique dendrites of hippocampal CA1
pyramidal neurons (Losonczy and Magee, 2006). Also, experi-
ments on CA1 pyramidal neurons suggested that changes in the
synaptic strength and dendritic excitability can be highly local-
ized if the input is localized (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Wei et
al., 2001; Cai et al., 2004; Canepari et al., 2007). By analogy, these
results suggest that the anatomically complex dendritic tuft of
mitral cells might be functionally subdivided. Our experiments,
however, showed that subthreshold EPSP Vm signals in the tuft
are spatially uniform. In agreement with our results, in vivo ex-
periments demonstrated clearly that, under physiological condi-
tions, practically all inputs to the tuft are always activated in
unison if a given glomerulus responds to an odor applied at a
near-threshold to near-saturating concentration. Thus, it seems
plausible that the innervation pattern is designed so that the den-
dritic tuft of every mitral cell in a given glomerulus is essentially
“space clamped”when the synaptic input of threshold intensity is
activated by an odor.
It is interesting to consider the possibility that the differences
between mitral cell dendritic tuft and the dendrites of other neu-
rons in which independent processing units have been identified
(Schiller et al., 2000; Ariav et al., 2003; Gasparini and Magee,
2006; Losonczy and Magee, 2006) might actually be based more
on differences in the spatiotemporal pattern of input synaptic
activity than on differences in dendritic properties. The experi-
mental evidence in support of this view, however, is not available
because the spatiotemporal pattern of synaptic activity that con-
stitute the natural input to cortical and hippocampal pyramidal
neurons is not known.
Our results, showing that the anatomically complex dendritic
tufts function as a single electrical compartment for the sub-
threshold input, have implications for the overall organization of
the glomeruli. The available evidence indicates that the glomeruli
are the smallest functional units in the representation of odor
information at the level of input activity of olfactory receptor
neurons (Aungst et al., 2003; Wachowiak and Shipley, 2006). It
was not clear, however, whether the glomeruli are functionally
subdivided at the level of postsynaptic components. Our results
argue against this possibility, at least for a range of subthreshold
EPSPs that are large enough to be detectable optically.
Spatial distribution of EPSP-related Ca2 signal
We found that Ca2 signals related to spatially uniform mem-
brane potential transients were also widespread and present in all
parts of the tuft. This result is in agreement with in vivomeasure-
ments showing widespread activation of synapses whenever a
given glomerulus responds to an odor (Wachowiak et al., 2004).
It appears that the electrical stimulation of the main axonal bun-
dle innervating the appropriate glomerulus in our experiments
approximated these in vivo conditions.
In our experiments, Ca2 signals in the tuft were comparable
but not identical in amplitude in all regions. The average range of
normalized Ca2-signal amplitudes from different locations on
distal dendritic branches was relatively narrow (73–100%). This
range was not affected in a systematic way by correcting the data
for differences in the surface-to-volume ratio between different
tuft branches. This result indicates that the diameter of distal
dendritic branches is relatively uniform, a conclusion well sup-
ported by anatomical studies (Kasowski et al., 1999). Substan-
tially larger regional differences in Ca2-signal amplitudes were
reported for mitral cells in mice in both the accessory olfactory
bulb (Urban and Castro, 2005) and in the main olfactory bulb
(Yuan and Knopfel, 2006a). The reasons for this discrepancy are
unclear, but differences in methodological details could conceiv-
ably be important. First, species-related variations (rat vsmice) in
the anatomy of the primary dendrite and its tuft may play an
important role. Second, possible differences in the intensity and
localization of the olfactory nerve stimulus combined with com-
plex differences in calciummeasurements with different concen-
trations of different indicators [bis-fura-2 vs Calcium Orange
(Urban and Castro, 2005) vs OregonGreen-488 BAPTA-1 (Yuan
and Knopfel, 2006a)] make the comparison of the results from
different studies difficult. Clearly, additional experiments are
needed to clarify this point.
Attenuation of EPSPs in the primary dendrite
The recorded EPSP attenuation in the primary dendrite (appar-
ent length constant of1200 m) is weak compared with other
classes of neurons and likely to play a significant role in signal
processing, as discussed by Djurisic et al. (2004).
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